PUBLICATIONS

Published 44 refereed journal articles in 20 different journals, 4 book chapters, 43 refereed conference proceedings, 30 sponsored research reports, and 12 non-refereed articles. The vast majority of my publications have been with my graduate students.

Refereed Journal Articles (graduate student authors are underlined)


Book Chapters


Articles under Review in Refereed Journals


Refereed Conference Proceedings (peer-reviewed)


Note: Conference proceedings marked with an * mean that the conference paper was later published as a journal article in the Transportation Research Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board (also listed in the journal articles section of CV). Only one half of the articles presented at the TRB conference are accepted for publication in the journal through a peer-review process.

Conference proceedings marked with ** indicate that the publication was later published in a peer-reviewed journal other than the Transportation Research Record. The article is also listed in the journal articles section of the CV.
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Non-refereed Conference Proceedings (Complete Papers)


Non-refereed Conference Proceedings (Abstracts)
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